
Taking Excellent Pictures 

Photographers must be creative, self motivated, and confident. Somebody who isn't afraid to 
get right in the middle of the action to get that shot. Remember it is the photographer that 
takes the picture not the camera. The photographer sets the camera, and composes the shot, 
the camera just records the light. 

Photo Composition 

Photos must have something to say  
it must have visual interest. It must pique the viewer's curiosity enough to want to 
read the caption to find out more about it.  

Be ready for anything  
spontaneous moments make priceless pictures. Arrange  a single centre of interest 
with all attention drawn toward that centre. Don't let eyes look towards the 
camera.  

Stay close/fill the frame  
generally, the closer you get the better the photo. Getting closer eliminates 
distracting and unnecessary backgrounds and shows the subject more clearly.  

Get people active  
photograph people while they are busy. The pictures will have a feeling of lively 
spontaneity. Take action photos when the action is coming towards you.  

Don't cut off appendages  
watch out for feet or hands at the edge of the frame, or deliberately focus in on the 
face. Hands and faces are the most expressive and interesting parts of the body.  

Patterns  
repeating patterns attract a viewer's eye, but something that breaks that pattern 
really focuses attention on that break.  

Angle  
not all photos should be taken standing up staring into the camera. Experiment 
with interesting high and low angles. Taking a photo of someone from a low angle 
makes the person appear taller. The photographer should try to be at the subjects 
eye-level.  

Backgrounds affect your photo  
simple backgrounds focuses attention on the subject and makes a stronger 
statement. Make sure the background doesn't change the focus of the photo - such 
as a telephone pole appearing to grow out of the top of someone’s head.  

Foreground add depth  
scenic shots can be framed with foreground elements. Foreground elements add a 
sense of distance, depth, and dimension.  

Look for Good Lighting  
lighting can make a great picture a yawner. Good lighting can make pictures more 
interesting, colourful, dimensional, and flattering to the subject. Strong sunlight is 
a wonderful source of good lighting, gymnasium fluorescent lighting can be a 
challenge.  



Rule of thirds  
imagine a tic tac toe board in your viewfinder. Locate 
the main subject off-centre, usually at one of the 
intersections of the lines. Leave space for the subject to 
move into to imply action.  

Use your flash  
to improve poor lighting, but can cast shadows on the background if the subject is 
close to a bank of lockers, for instance. Indoors it freezes motion , but only within 
the flash range of about 12 feet (4m). Outdoors a flash can soften shadows and 
brighten colours.  

Hold the camera steady!!  
the most basic rule is the most often overlooked. Holding the camera steady is vital 
for sharp, clear pictures. Press the shutter button with gentle pressure, don't jab it. 
 
  

 


